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1. INTRODUCTION 
We will be concerned with the derivation of a boundary modulus of con- 
tinuity for weak solutions of singular parabolic equations with principal 
part in divergence form, of the type 
-$/j’(u) - div a(x, t, U, V,u) + h(x, t, U, V,u) 30, (1.1) 
when nonhomogeneous Dirichlet data are assigned on the parabolic boun- 
dary of a cylindrical domain Sz x (0, r]. Here #I is a maximal monotone 
graph in R x IF&’ with a singularity at the origin. 
Questions of regularity for weak solutions u of (1 .l) have been con- 
sidered in [3, 41. In these papers, besides statements of interior regularity, 
we derived a boundary modulus of continuity at t = 0, and on 2X2 x (0, T], 
when (1.1) is associated with (nonlinear) variational boundary data, or 
with homogeneous Dirichlet data. The case of nonhomogeneous data, 
presented unsuspected ifficulties and was left open, It is our purpose in 
this paper-to fill the gap and complete the theory. 
The problem has been tackled by Ziemer [9] who demonstrated the 
continuity of u up to the closure of Sz x (E, r], VE > 0; the methods 
employed, however, do not seem to give a modulus. 
On the other hand, quantitative statements about the regularity of u are 
important for the following reasons. First, the known regularity techniques, 
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SINGULAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 419 
require that U, E L2(G?2T). The estimates are all independent of I( U, I12,RT, but 
such information is necessary to justify some of the intermediate 
calculations. 
Now this is not natural for weak solutions of (1.1) (even if p(u) = U, see 
[6]), whereas it can be verified for a sequence of approximating problems. 
Second, the a priori knowledge of a uniform modulus of continuity is useful 
in compactness arguments. We refer to [ 1,7, S] for applications to 
existence theory as well as asymptotic behaviour. 
We will consider graphs /3 of two kinds, both arising from physics. 
(I) Graphs of Stefun type: /? is given by 
s>o 
s=o 
s < 0, 
where v > 0 is a given constant and /Ii, i = 1, 2 are monotone increasing 
functions in their respective domain of definition, a.e. differentiable and 
0 -=c ffo 6 8:(s) d aI, i=l,2 
for two positive constants go, LX,. Moreover p,(O) = 0. 
(II) Graphs of porous media type: p is continuous, monotone increas- 
ing in R and /?(O)=O. With p’(s) we denote the Dini numbers 
s>o 
s < 0, 
and on s + /I’(s) assume the following: 
(i) O<a, Q/Y(s), VsER\(O}. 
(ii) lim inf /Y(s) = cc 
1.51 -0 
(iii) There exists an interval [ --do, So] around the origin such that 
B’(s) < j’(r) for s E W\[ A,, So] and r E [ A,, So], and fl’( . ) is decreasing 
over (0, So] and increasing over [ A,, 0). 
(iv) there exists a constant y such that 
P(s) 
-y 6 YP’(S)$ Vs#O. 
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The model example for such a fi is 
/z(s) = 1.9 ( ‘b sign S, m> 1, (1.2) 
which occurs in filtration of gases in porous media, where the flow obeys a 
polytropic law. 
Note that no symmetry requirement has been made on p around the 
origin. 
Next we formulate our hypotheses and state our main result. The 
notation of [3,6] is adopted. 
Let 52 be an open set of RN; 0 < T-c CC and set 52, z Q x (0, T], S= 
X? x (0, T]. The domain Sz is assumed to satisfy 
[A,] 3~~ E (0, 1 ), R, > 0 such that Vx, E X? and every ball B(x,, R), 
centered at x0 with radius R < R,, 
meas[SZ n B(x,, R)] d (1 -a,) meas B(,x,, R). 
On the space part of the operator in (1.1) we assume 
[AZ] a: Q7. x RBNC1 -+ RN; b: Q, x IX”“’ + R are measurable and 
a(4 6 u, PI . P 2 cd I u I) I P I 2 - 4&, 0, (1.3) 
lak 6 f.4 P)I ~~dbl) lpl +Q~(x, th (1.4) 
14x, t, ~2 P)I GP,(IuI) /PI~+Mx, t), (1.5) 
where cO(. ): R’ + + R + is continuous, decreasing, and strictly positive; 
pi(.): DB+ +[w+ are continuous and increasing, i = 0, 1; di, i = 0, 1, 2 are 
nonnegative and satisfy 
Here p2 is a given constant and 4, i are positive numbers, linked by 
1 N 
7+ 28 
-=1-x,, 
I 
qE 2(1-K,)’ [ 
N m], i~[&. a], ~1 ~(0, 1X N>2, (1.7) 
cjE(l, co), iE &&-], .,+I;) N=l. 
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By a solution of (1.1) we mean a function u E W$‘(Q.), defined by u E 
p-‘(w), where w~L~(0, T, L*(Q)) is such that w c /I(U), the inclusion 
being intended in the sense of graphs, and w and u satisfy 
+ b(x, T, u, V,u) $> dx dz = 0 
(1.8) 
for all C$E l@~‘(sZ,) and all intervals [t,, t] c (0, T]. 
We assume u takes on boundary values on S 
4x9 t) = .I-(4 t); (x, t) E x (1.9) 
in the sense of the traces, and suppose that 
[Ax] f is continuous on S, with modulus of continuity e~/( .). 
Let u be a weak solution of (1 .I) satisfying (1.9) and assume that 
C&l UE L,(QTL and II u II JC,RT <~4. 
We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let b’ he of type (I) or (II), and let u be a weak solution of 
(1.1) satisfying (1.9) and let [A,]-[Aa] hold. Then 
(4 u is continuous in 0 x (0, T], and VE > 0 there exists a continuous 
nondecreasing function or: R + -+ iw + , depending upon E, or and the data in 
[A,]-[Ad], such that 
I~~~,,~,~--u(-~2,~2~l~~~l~,--2I+I~,--2I”’~, 
v’(x,, t,) E G x [E, 7-1, i= 1,2. 
(b) Zf w,(r) = cr’ for some c > 0 and 1, E (0, I), then the function o(. ) 
is given by 
o(r) = (In (In c, r I)“? (r small), 
where cl, c2 are constants depending only upon the data and E; c, > 0, c2 < 0. 
(c) Suppose in addition tht u(x, 0) = q,(x) in the sense of the traces 
over 52 x {0}, and u0 is continuous in a with modulus of continuity w,,, Then 
u is continuous in !ZT, and there exists a continuous nondecreasing function 
w:R+~lR+ depending upon wO, w,,, and the data in [AI]-[AA], such that 
lub,, t,)-4x2, f2)I ddlx, -x2 I + It, -t, P2), 
V(x,, t;) E Q,, i= 1, 2. 
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(d) Zf C+(T), w,,(r)=cr’, then 
o(r) = (In 1 In c1 r ) )“2 
Remark 1.1. If the boundary datum f is only known to be continuous 
on a subdomain s’ c S, then the interior continuity of u can be extended 
up to S’, and for every E > 0, a modulus of continuity w, for u can be 
deduced, in the set (3’ is the complement of S’), 
sZ(S’, E) = {(x, t) E a,: t > E, dist((x, t), 3’) 2 E}. 
Remark 1.2. Since the modulus of continuity can be determined a 
priori in terms of or(.) and the various constants in [Al]-[Ad], the 
theorem could be stated (as a variant) as equicontinuity of approximating 
sequences, along the lines of similar situations in [3,4]. It could also be 
used as a device to construct solutions in appropriate spaces of continuous 
functions (see [ 1 ] ). 
Since the arguments are technically involved, we wish to describe 
heuristically their meaning to single out the idea of the proof which is new 
with respect o previous argument. We introduce some symbolism first. 
Let (x0, tO)~ S and for R 6 R. denote with B(R) the ball B(R)- 
{ 1 x -x0 ) < R} and with Q;, r] > 0, the cylinder 
Q;-B(R)= {to -qR2, to>. 
If pi, cr2 E (0, 1) denote by Ql(o,, c2) the cylinder 
QUO, 3 o,)dI(R-a,R)x{t,-q(l-a,)R2,t,,}. 
Let (x, t) -+ [(x, z) be a cutoff function in Ql such that 
0) i(x, t) = 1, (x, t) E Q”R(o,, a,), 
(ii) ia0 and [=O on dB(R) and for t=t, -qR2, 
(iii) IV,Jl < (a, R)-‘, 0 <i, d (a2qR2)-‘. 
In what follows [ will denote always such a cutoff function. 
We will be interested in that portion of QR contained in 52,. Therefore 
we set 
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Note that c vanishes on the parabolic boundary of Q; but not on the 
parabolic boundary of C$. If (x,, to) E S is fixed, we will take R to be so 
small that t,, - qR2 > 0. 
Consider the simple case 
P(u), - Au 3 0 in ,R,, 
ld=f on S. 
(1.10) 
If k>supoansf, then (u-k)’ C*E @‘(n,,,); analogously if k-=c 
infeinsx - (u-k)- c2 E &‘~‘(f2,,). 
We multiply (1.10) formally by +_ (u-k)’ {’ and integrate over aR x 
{ t, - qR2, t ). Carrying on formal calculations, the first term gives 
s s I R,Q IO-q@ +(u)(u-k)‘[*dxdz 
=jQ,j,;-,,2;(j:-k” /?‘(s~k)sd+‘dxdr 
p’(s + k)s ds c2(x, t) dx 
-Cjj (u-k)* ii, dxdr. 
CR 
For the second term we have 1 I !” , TAu(u-k)‘c*dxd~>, 10-r7R2 RR I s 10-qR2 RR IV(u-k)+ I2 l2 dxdz 
-Cjf@ (u-k)‘2 IVQ’dxdz. 
R 
Combining these calculations and recalling the properties of (x, t) + 
5(x, t) we have 
sup I t~-q(l-u*)R*<l<to QR-qRXtIl 0 
(u-k)+ 
p’(s + k)s ds dx 
0 
(V(u-k)” ,2dxd~<c(v’;:‘02)jj 
(1.11) 
(u-k)” dxdz. 
a 
Thus the presence of the singularity of /I in (1.10) has the effect of 
producing, on the right-hand side of (l.ll), the L1 norm of (u-k)’ 
instead of the L2-norm. 
505/63/3-10 
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If u were known to satisfy the inequality 
sup s ro-q(~-a~)R2<t<fo *R-O,R 
(u-k)“(r)dx+jj~,,,,,,, IV(u-k)‘l*dxd~ 
for all R >O and ci E (0, l), i= 1, 2, then by classical theory (see, e.g., [6]), 
u would be Holder continuous at (x,, to). Let us compare (1.11) and (1.12). 
The first term on the left-hand side of (1.11) can be estimated below by 
l 1 i;f j?‘(s) sup I (u-k)“dx, (1.13) to-q(l -02)RZ<r<ro QR-~IR 
and therefore the left-hand side of (1.11) has the same aspect as the com- 
panion in (1.13). In fact an estimate below like (1.13) was the starting point 
in the proof of interior continuity in [2, 3, 4, 8,9]. 
As for the right-hand side of (1.1 1 ), if k is near zero, on the set [u near 
zero], the term (u-k) + is much larger than (u-k)“; therefore near the 
set of singularity for /?, the right-hand side of (1.11) gives an estimate 
poorer than (1.12). 
In the proof of interior regularity this difficulty was dealt with by choos- 
ing appropriate levels k for U. Near the boundary our choice of levels k is 
limited to those k for which (u-k) * E @~‘(52,) consequently the difficulty 
is more severe. 
On the other hand if k and u are both near zero, /3’(s _+ k) in (1.11) is 
large. Therefore the new tool will consist in deriving an estimate below for 
the left-hand side of (1.11) which takes in account the largeness of /Y near 
the singularity, and then balance off the largeness of /3’ on the left-hand 
side of (1.11) with the relative largeness of (U - k) * on the right-hand side. 
These remarks are only formal since /? is not differentiable. The difficulty 
consists in finding a technical way of translating the above observations 
(which hold only on the portion of QR where u is near zero), in terms of 
integrals over Q;. This will be accomplished by introducing a sequence of 
time dilations (this will be the role of the parameter q) and by using a more 
refined version of the Sobolev embedding of V”‘(Ql) into L,,JQ;) (see 
Sect. 2 for the precise statement). 
If p is a graph of porous medium type, then B’(s) is large for s in a 
neighborhood of zero, whereas if /? is of Stefan type then “B’(s)” is finite 
except “at zero.” Therefore it is not surprising that the latter presents more 
difficulties. 
We will concentrate on graphs of type I and will indicate later how to 
modify the arguments to include /I of type II. 
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Section 2 contains some preliminary lemmas. 
The proof of the theorem will be given in Section 3 and will be extended 
to /? of porous medium type in Section 4. 
With y we will denote a generic non-negative constant depending upon 
the data in [Al] - [A41 only. 
2. BASIC ESTIMATES 
If v is a function defined in B(R) and k E Iw we set 
A CR E {xEB(R) ( v(x)>k}; AIM = {x E B(R) ) v(x) <k}. 
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let VE W:(B(R)) and let k, I be real numbers such that 
I> k. Then 
YR Nfl 
(‘-k) meaS Ak,R ’ meas(B(R)\A,} IVvl dx, 
where y is a constant only upon the dimension N. 
The following embedding lemma is essentially proved in [6]. We 
reproduce the proof in a particular case, to derive a special constant depen- 
dence, needed in what follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let v E 8’-‘(Qa). Then there exists a constant y, independent 
of v, R, and q, such that for every I. > 0, 
Proof. By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, 
11 ” 11 y,B(R) G Y 11 ‘xv 11 b(R) 11 ’ 11 :,ii(aR), 
for a.e. t E [to - qR2, t,], where 
(2.1) 
q>2, cCE(0, 1). 
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Choosing 
2(N+2) N 
4= N ’ a=N+2 
we have 
II lJ II &7, G<y IIvx4l:,(,G!, lI4lg(R). 
Integrating over [to - qR*, t,] and taking the qth root we obtain 
II v llq,Q”, G (sup II ZJ l12,PQ?))2’(N+ 2, II v,v Lloyd+ 2). 
I 
(2.2) 
Let now 1 be any positive number. Then 
~*/W’+2) !.I Ql v~~~*/(~+~) ~~v~~~,,~[meas[v#0]nQ~12”N+2~, (2.3) 
and by (2.2) 
a2’(N+2) IIvll;,Q; Gy{(1”*sup llUI12,B(R))2’(N+2) IIv,~ll~~~+2)~2 
, 
GY@suP lMI:,B(R) + ll?r4l:,Q”,~~ I 
Substituting this last estimate in (2.3), the lemma follows. 
Remark. In a similar way one can show the inequality 
A’-(2’r) II 41:.r,QR <Y (2 sup II Vll:,B(R) + llVA’e~> 
valid for all A> 0 and q, r > 1 satisfying 
1NN 
;+2y=4. 
If (x,, to) ES is fixed, we choose R to be so small that R < R. and 
to - R*(’ - NK) > 0, 
where 
~=2rc,/N, (2.4) 
and rcl is defined in [AZ]. 
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Let such R be fixed and consider the cylinder 
Q,+vti = {1x-x0) cR’-~“} x {to -R2(1-NK), to}. 
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Set 
p+ = sup u, p- = inf u, w(R'-N")> ox u. (2.5) 
QR~-NK QRI-NK QR1-Nr 
Also set 
.f+= SUP f, f- = inf f 
Q;-Nk,S Q;-NhnS 
(2.6) 
We will consider cylinders Q”p coaxial with Q,I~N~ and with same “vertex” 
(x,, to); i.e., we will impose 
P<rl 
1/2@1 - NK) 
(2.7) 
If k is a number satisfying k > f +, 
Q;(cJ,, ~21, then 
and [ is a cutoff function in Q; and 
(u-~)+[~E @“:~‘(Qx (to -VP’, to)) 
and therefore it can be used as a test function in (1.8) for [tl, t] c 
[kl -VP23 kll. 
Analogously, if k < f-, then - (u-k)- c’ E @l(C2 x (to - qp2, to)). 
The functions + (U - k)’ [’ introduced above are defined only in C;. We 
will consider them to be defined in all Q;, by extending them to be equal to 
zero on Q;\C;. 
Next by a suitable change of variable, it is no loss of generality to 
assume p is given by 
4 u > 0, 
acu, = c -v, 01, 24 = 0, (2.7) 
24 - v, u < 0. 
This is demonstrated in [3] to which we refer for details. 
By taking +_ (u- k)‘c2 in (1.8) we proved in [3], that the following 
inequality holds. 
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sup 
is 
(U-k)‘Zdx 
lo-q(l-a?)p2~t~to B(P-~1P)X io 
+@‘(k to -w2> t, i) + llV,(u-k)’ Il:,Q$“,,“2, 
I 
dYc(~.1P)-2+(~2~P2)-‘I II(U-k)+ a:,,, 
(2/rN 1+ K) 
[meas A&(t)]“” dz 3 P-8) 
where 
@‘(k, to -w2, 6 0 
=-- 
s 
v(x,~)X[u<0][&(u-k).]12(x,T)dx ’ 
B(P) 10 - VP2 
I 
+ s J” to- VP2 HP) 
v(x, r)x[u<O]; [_+(u-k)+[‘] dxdz; (2.9) 
v(x, t) is a selection out of C-v, 01, for u(x, 5) =0 and 
O<v(x,z)<v; (2.10) 
1 N N 
- + - = 4, and the admissible range of r, q is 
r 29 
r~[2, co) for N>3 
4EcL a), r~(2, co) for N=2 
4E (2, CfJ), r~[4,co) for N=l. (2.11) 
Remark 2.1. Suppose (2.8) are written for k> f + 20 and (u-k)+, 
then a simple computation shows that 
@ + (k, to - qp2, t, 5) = 0. (2.12) 
Analogously if k<f- 10 and (2.8) are written for (u-k)-, we see that 
(2.12) holds with @+ replaced by W. Therefore from (2.8) we deduce the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. The functions (u -k)’ satisfy the inequality 
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~Yyc(~,P~~2+(~211P2)~11 II(U-k)+ IE,Q$ 
+Y jr0 
i 10 ~ VP2 
[meas A$,(T)]“~ dz 
I 
Wr)(l + K) 
> (2.13) 
for all p < q- ‘l’R’- NK and (T,, (TV E (0, l), provided that 
(i) Zf (2.13) is writtenfor (u-k)‘, k satisfies k> f + ~0. 
(ii) Zf (2.13) is written for (u-k)-, k satisfies k< f- ~0. 
Let us assume now that (2.8) are written for (u-k)- and k satisfies 
O<k<f-. 
In such a case @- # 0 and we will estimate it as follows: 
Q-P, to -VP*, t, 1*) = 1 v(x, t)(u - k)- [*(x, t) dx 
mP)n CUGOI 
I 
- 
I s 
v%-[*dxdr 
to -7lP2 B(p) at 
-2 ’ I I 
v(x, z)(u - k) - ii, dx dz 
10 -4p2 Wp)n CUCOI 
>vkmeas(B(p-a,p)n[u(*, t)dO]} 
x[u < 0) dx dT. 
Substituting this estimate below in (2.8) proves 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 < k f f -. Then (u -k)- satisfies the inequality 
+vkmeasB(p-o,p)n [u(., t)<O]} 
+ IIV,(u--k)- li:,Q;(q,02) 
dY[(a,P)-‘+(B2qP2)-‘111 (U-k)- II:,Q; 
+ 2k(a2qp2)-l meas(Q; n [u < 01) 
(VrNl + K) 
[meas A~,,(T)]“~ dz (2.14) 
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We demonstrated in [3] that the previous inequalities hold if the levels k 
are subject to the further restriction 
11 c” - k)’ 11 co,Q; < 6, (2.15) 
where 6 is a given number depending only upon the constants in 
assumptions [AI]-[AJ. 
If in the definition of Q; the parameter q = 1 we simply write Q,. 
WehaveQ2RCQR1-N~ifR<2R1-NIC which holds if R is sufficiently 
small. 
We let sO be the smallest positive integer for which 
(2.16) 
where 6 is introduced in (2.15). 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that f ~ is such that ,L(- + (~42”~) 6 f -. There exists 
a number s* > sO such that if 
meas {[u<O]nQ,,j<smeas 
w 
U<P +m 2 1 i n Q~,~ (2.17) 
then either 
(i) w/2”* < RNKj2 or 
(ill v(x, t) E QRi2, u(x, t)>p- +(0/2”*f2). 
The number s* can be determined a priori only in dependence of the 
data and it is independent of o and R. 
ProoJ Consider (2.14) written for R/2 <p d 2R, rl= 1 and k = 
p- + (w/2”), for s* 2 s > so. 
Using (2.17), (2.18) we have for every R/2,<p,<2R, 
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Now 
and therefore 
k 
----Imeas{[u<O]nQ,}< 
C2P 
$2 jjQo[(+ +;))-]2drdr. 
Using this estimate, from (2.14) we deduce that for all s* as> sO, all 
R/26p<2R and all (TV, c2 ~(0, 1) we have 
[meas A;- + cw,2 j,p (~)l”y dz . (2.19) 
From (2.19) it follows by classical theory (see [6, p. 110-1281) that there 
exist s* which can be determined only in dependence of the various con- 
stants in (2.19) and the number tx in [Al], such that either (i) holds or 
LEMMA 2.6. There exists a number c0 depending only upon the data 
such that if 
meas (x, t) E QRj2 14x, t) <P- +& 
Co 
( ) 
(N+ ~KI)/~KI 
< co 2”’ x measCQd 
then either 
(i) o/2”* < RNK12 or 
(ii) u(x, t) > u- + o/2”’ +4, V(x, t) E QR,4. 
Proof: This is exactly Lemma 3.1 of [3, p. 1441. 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM:/?• TYPE I 
The proof is based on 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists positive numbers SE N, 6*, jji, i= 1, 2, a, 
A > 1 depending only upon the data such that 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that 
IK I GP+. (3.1) 
If the reverse inequality occurs, the arguments are similar. To simplify 
the symbolism we write CO for w(R’ ~ NK). Since obviously 
where sO is introduced in (2.16), from (3.1) we deduce 
(3.2) 
Also we may assume that 
f+-fp=o/(R'-NK)<u/2So+2, (3.3) 
otherwise the proposition becomes trivial. 
We claim tht at least one of the following two inequalities is satisfied, 
P+ Co ‘f+, -jGx+ 
(3.4) 
P + ~ g&f-. 
In fact if both are violated 
p++p-- + < q(R’~ NK), 
contradicting (3.3). 
(3.5) 
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If the first of (3.4) is verified, then the function (x, t) + (u(x, t) - 
(p + - (o/2”)))+, in view of Remark 2.1, satisfies (2.13) for all s >, s0 + 2, all 
0<p~R’-~” and all pi, IS~ E (0, 1). Now (2.13) is precisely inequality 
(8.1) of [6, p. 1231, and hence the proposition is a consequence of the 
results of [6]. If the second of (3.4) holds and 
(3.6) 
then (x, t) + (u(x, t) - (pL- + (o/2”)))- verifies (2.13) for all s 3 s,, + 2, and 
again the proposition follows by classical theory. 
The case to consider is therefore when the following occurs, 
w p+-- 
p+2 <f+, (3.7) 
(3.8) 
Ip-lQL fp+2 (3.9) 
In such a case by (3.3) and (3.2) 
I->f'+g+p+-W>W. p+l p+l (3.10) 
Let s* be the number claimed by Lemma 2.5. We may assume that 
0 
2”* > RNKJ2 (3.11) 
Otherwise the proposition is trivial for the chaise S=s*. 
Also we may assume that 3(X, ?) E QR,4 such that 
u(X, 7) < p - + w/2”’ + 4. 
In fact if V(x, t) E QRi4, u(x, t) b p- + w/2”* +4, we have 
-$lf 24 < -/J - - o/2”’ + 4, 
(3.12) 
and adding s~po~,~ u on the left-hand side and p+ on the right-hand side 
we obtain 
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and again the proposition becomes trivial, for the choice S= s* + 4 and any 
A > 1. 
Consequently in view of (3.12) the assumptions of Lemma 2.6 must be 
violated and therefore we must have 
meas 
0 
( > 
(N+ 2KlWKL 
’ co 2”’ mea432Ri21. (3.13) 
Analogously also the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 must be violated, i.e., 
either 
measIIU$OInQiRJ>(~)meari[u()l~+~]nQ,I,} (3.14) 
or 
(3.15) 
or both. 
Suppose that (3.15) holds. Then for all s>s* we have that 
k=/.-+;<O 
and therefore (x, t) -+ (u(x, t)- (pL- + (o/2”)))), satisfies (2.13) for all 
s>s*, O<p<R’PN”, q= 1, and all G,, e2 ~(0, 1). By the results of [6], 
there exists S, E N, s, >s* such that 
u(x, tjap- +g, tJ(x, f) E QR,~, 
and this implies the proposition, for the choice S = s, , and every A > 1. 
Consequently we may assume that (3.13) and (3.14) both hold. 
Combining these two inequalities, in what follows, we may assume that 
for all 
2R<p<8R, 
meas{ [u ~01 n Q,} > yomb measCQ,lv (3.16) 
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where 
b= N+4~1 1+2x 
-x-=-’ K 
co . meas C Q RI2 1 
I’0 = 2s’b zR:$sR meas[Q,,] ’ 
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(3.17) 
Since s* is determined only in terms of the data, we have that in (3.16) y. 
and b are defined only upon the data and are independent of w and R. 
Note that if R is small enough 8R < R’ - NK and hence Q, c Q R1 --No, 
2R<p<dR. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ‘13 1, 2R < p < 8R and let (3.16) hold. Then Qs > s*, 
sup 
10-~p2<l~l” 
meas{[u(., t)<O]nB,} 
t3.18) 
Proof. From (3.16), 3t* E [to - p2, to] such that 
meas{ [u( ., I*) G 0) n BP} b yomb meas[B,]. 
Now for all t E [to - VP*, to], (qp2 < R2(’ - NK)) 
meas [B, ] 3 meas u(+p-++ nB 
2”- 1 i P 
and the lemma follows. 
All the subsequent arguments will be carried over cylinders Q”,, q > 1 and 
will make use of inequality (2.14) written for 
2R<p<8R, 
CJ~, oz E (0, 1) such that 2R < p - CT, p < 8R, and for the levels 
k=fi-+;, s>s*, 
provided that ) pL ) < 0.1/2’+ I. 
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Taking into account Lemma 2.4, from (2.14) we have 
[meas A;- + w,2s,p (z)] ri4 dz 
for all s > s* and ye > 1 such that 
VP2 < R2(1 - NK) 
and 
w<-$. 2 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
In the inequality (3.18), s need not be an integer, as long as s> s*. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0, E (0, 1) be arbitrary but fixed. There exist two con- 
stants y, , y2 depending upon the data but independent of o, R, go, an integer 
s* > s*, s, = s,(o, 0,) and r = q(w) such that if 
/,l- ( <w/2s*+‘, 
then either 
6) u*+~& 6 y,/ln(y,/R) or 
(ii) meas{ (x, t) E Q& 1 U(X, t) < pcl- + o/2”*} < 0,, meas[Q&]. 
Proof: Let S* and q to be chosen and for simplicity set 
p. = 4R. 
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We apply Lemma 2.1 to the function u( ., t) for t E [to - qp& to], for the 
levels 
1=/L- +w/2", k=p- +w/2”+‘, s*>s>s*. 
We observe that in view of assumption [A,], 
meas{W~)\A;- +(w,2s),p0 (t)l> a, measC4h)l 
for all s > s* and all t E [to - qp& to]. 
For notational simplicity also set 
and 
As(t) = Ai- f(w/23),po (t) 
A,(z) dr. 
- 12 
Then from Lemma 2.1 we have 
$T~.s+lo4YPo j lvul dx, A,(o\A,+l(t) 
for a new constant y depending upon the data, and for all t E [to - yp& to]. 
We integrate over [to - yp$ to], square both sides and use Holder 
inequality on the right-hand side to obtain 
(meas A 
xmeasM\-4+ 4. (3.22) 
The integral on the right-hand side is majorized by using (3.18) written 
over Q;,,, Q’&,,. In this case O, = g2 = i and if q > 1 is chosen to satisfy 
4p& < R”’ - NK’, (3.23) 
then Q$,, c Q,+N~. Therefore taking in account the assumptions of the 
lemma and (2.11) we have 
measCQ;l 
v - 1 meas[Qz,] + yq(V’)(’ +X)p[+N~. 
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We substitute this estimate in (3.22) and divide by (o/2”+ ‘)’ to obtain 
xmeaW;,l me&%\4+ ,I. (3.24,) 
Inequality (3.24,) holds Vq > 1, Vs >s* as long as (CL- 1 <w/2”+‘. Let 
s* > s* to be selected and assume that 
Ip- 1 <w/2s*+‘. 
Then adding (3.24,) for s = s*, s* + l,..., S* - 1, we obtain 
[meas AJ2 6 Y 
(s* -s*- 1) 
x (measCQ~J)*~ (3.25) 
where we have used the fact that since q > 1 and r > 2 u2’r(’ fK)- i < qK. 
Next we choose 
‘I = 2”+&. 
This choice is admissible if Q;, c &I-N~, i.e., 
2se0b < 2 -6~ -2Nh-, 
Moreover recalling the definition (3.17) of b, 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
RN%+ 2s*Q + K)RNK 
if in addition to (3.27) we require that 
2~~0 +K)RNK < 1. (3.28) 
Suppose for the moment that (3.27), (3.28) are satislied; then sub- 
stituting these estimates in (3.25) we deduce for a new constant y, 
[meas A,*]‘< mb+I(;* -$r+z) (meas Q;,)'. (3.29) 
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Therefore to prove the lemma we have only to choose s* so large that 
Y s*>s*+-. mb+q (3.30) 
Having now chosen S, as in (3.30), if (3.28) is violated we have 
2s*2Wwb+‘4) >R-W(~ +d, 
and therefore by taking logarithms we see that there exist two constants 
y,, yz which are independent of w, O,, R such that 
A similar argument holds if (3.27) is violated, and therefore the lemma is 
proved. 
Remark. Lemma 3.3 says that if w is not comparable to l/lln RI, then 
the set here 1.4 is close to its minimum, can be made arbitarily small 
relatively to a cylinder whose dimensions are comparable to R’-KN. 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists 610 = Q,(o), s* = s*(w), 9 = q(o), yI, y2, 6* > 0 
such that if ( p- 1 < o/2”* + ‘, then either 
(i) 0 G lY1/Wy2/R)16* or 
(ii) U(X, t) > p- + (w/2”* + 2), V(x, t) E Q$). 
Proof: As before we set p. = 4R. Define 
3Po 
Pn = 2 2nf4’ fi+- n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
and consider the cylinders Q;, and 
Q~={I~-~oI~P">~~~o-?Pf,+,~~o}~ 
which satisfy the inclusion 
QL'n+, = & c Q;: 
Construct smooth cutoff functions x -+ in(x) as follows. 
0) Mx)=L Ix--~I<P~+~ 
(ii) i,Gd=O, Ix-x0 I >~CP~+P~+J=L 
(iii) jV[,(x)l <2”+4/po. 
505/63/3-l 1 
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k, =p- + (o/2”* + l)+ (1/2”)(0/2”* +I), n=o, 1,2 )..., (3.31) 
and let S, E [s, s* + l] be defined by 
k,=p-+g. 
Let also 
2/r 
[meas Ak;+,,J~)lriY d7 . 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
The lemma will be proved if we can choose a priori e,(o~), s.+ =s.+(oJ), 
q = q(o) for which 
YTI --+Ycc = C(u - (P ~ + 42 O’)+‘))-]2dxd7=0. 
Define 
[(u-k,)-12dxdz, 
z, =v-21r zn 
measC&dl 
The quantities Y,*, Z, satisfy the following recursion inequalities 
Y n+11 G&24”{ y;+w+2))+ yy+2)Z;+K}) (3.34) 
z n+l 1 <&&24rr{ Y” +z;+K}. (3.35) 
To prove (3.34) we apply the embedding Lemma 2.1 to the function 
(U - k, + , ) ~ [, over the cylinder @, for the choice of A 
;1= 2”,‘“+,,b (3.36) 
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We have 
< y(meas[u -C/C,+ 1-J n Q;n)2’(N+2) 
x ;1 
i 
sup 
ro-rlp~+,g,<ro s B(&)xj~l C(u-kn+1)r12dx 
+ IIVx(u-kn+1)- II:,Q; 
We observe that 
mW Cu < k + l1 n Q;,). (3.38) 
We majorize the first two terms in brackets on the right-hand side of 
(3.37) by making use of (3.18) written for s = s,+ 1, 1 pl- 1 < CII/~~*@)+ *, over 
the pair of cylinders Q; and Q;,, for which 
(fJ,pn)-2=p32@7f4), (a2pJ2<p$ 2n+3. 
Using these remarks in (3.37) we deduce, since s, E [s,, S, + 11, 
~2lW-c 2) 
Y 
meas([u<k,+,]nQ;“)+zA+” (3.39) 
We divide by (0/2”*)~ meas[Q&] and use (3.38) and the definition of Y,,, 
Z, to obtain 
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Next we choose 
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ty=2 s.(o)& = A. 
Such a choice is possible if r]pi < R*(’ - NK1, i.e., if 
2* s (W) CO’<~-~R-~T 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Moreover 
(W)(l + K) - ~RNK < y/oh + 1, 
if in addition to (3.42) we require that 
yJ”)C* + KIRNK G 1. (3.43) 
Assuming (3.42), (3.43) for the moment, inequality (3.34) follows. 
Next to prove (3.35) we observe that VR>O, for the embedding 
Lemma 2.1 and the remark following it 
P-(*‘r)Z,+,(k,+* -k,.,)* 
< 2’ - (2’r) II (u - k, + 1) - II &,Q,” 
<y A 
1 
SUP C(~-k+Jl*~x 2 5 to-qp”+,<‘<‘o m~)xt~} 
2n+4 
+IIV(u-k,,,)-Il:p~+p:,lI(~-k,+,)-ll:.e~ 
Estimating the right-hand side as above and choosing I as in (3.41), 
inequality (3.35) follows at once. 
From inequalities (3.34), (3.35) it follows, by virtue of Lemma 5.7 of [6, 
p. 961, that Y,, Z, --) 0 as n + cc if 
Y, < 4 ,A+,,, 2 (3.44) 
where 
d= y*o(’ +h)((N+*)/* 9 (3.45) 
for a (small) constant y* independent of R and o. 
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The first of (3.44) holds if 
1 
u measCQ:J Q;,, 
L-(u- w + dzs*(~)))- I2 d.x Lfc 
<mea-~- + (~/2"*)lnQrl,, Bd,ye.0(1+mv+2)/2) 
meas Q;, 
(3.46) 
To satisfy the second of (3.44). we observe that if I< q 
meas( [U < pL- + (o/2”*)] n Q;,) 2’q 
measCQ’l,,l 
and if r>q 
z meas[u < p- + (w/2”*)] n Q;, ‘I’ 
measCQ;,l ) . 
Therefore both inequalities in (3.44) are satisfied if s*(o) is chosen in 
such a way that 
meas[u < CL- + (o/2”*)] n Q;, < 
measCQ:,l 
,y*~(~+~)(~+~)rnax{r.qj 
4 3 * 
(3.47) 
Next select 
e() =8,(0)=y*0 ((l+b)(N+2)/4)maxjr,qJ 3 (3.48) 
and then e,(o) being fixed choose s, according to (3.30) and n =q(w) 
according to (3.26). 
By virtue of Lemma 3.3 if such choices are admissible then (3.47) is 
verified and part (ii) of the lemma is proved. If such choices are not 
admissible then 
and in view of (3.48 ) 
Yl W1+beo <- 
ln Y 21R 
Yl I‘1 
6’ 
w’ In y2fR ’ ?l ‘Y1/Y*7 
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where 
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[ 
(1 +b)(N+2) 
1 
-1 
c3*= (1+b)+ 
2 max{r,q) , 
The lemma is proved. 
Since QR14 c Qp, q(W), Lemma 3.4 implies 
COROLLARY 3.5. If the assumptions of Lemma 3.4 are satisfied, then 
either 
or 
Yl [‘I 
4* osc u< - . 
QRJ4 In Y2/R 
Now, let s*(w) be the number determined in Lemmas 3.3, 3.4. This number 
can be determined a priori and is independent of R; it only depends upon o. 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that 1 ,L- 1 3 w/2’*+ ‘. Then there exists m E kJ’, 
independent of o and R such that either 
u(x, t) 2 p - + o/2S* + m, Vx> t) E QR,~ 
or 
Yl [- 1 
68 
co<- 
In Y2/R 
ProoJ The levels k = p- + (o/2”* +“) are negative Vn > 1 and therefore 
the functions (x, t) + (u(x, t)- (p-w/2”*+“))- satisfy (2.13) for all n> 1, 
0-~p<R’-~” and all (TV, r~* E (0, 1). The lemma follows now from the 
classical results of [6]. 
The proposition is proved as soon as we choose 
S=s*+m, a=d*-’ > A=y. 
Proof of the Theorem. Since QR,+~. c Q+, c QR~-~x if we set 
R, zRI-~~, 
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Proposition 3.1 can be stated as 
where 
CT = 2NK/( 1 - MC). 
Let R, < R. be fixed and define two sequences of numbers as follows: 
R, =R*, R,+, =RA+O, n=l,2 ,..., co, =2M 
and 
Since R,, w, -+ 0 as n -+ 0 the first part of the theorem is proved. The 
quantitative nature of the constants F, A, 6, pi, i = 1,2, proves the second 
part by making use of an argument of [5, pp. 31-381. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM: fi OF TYPE II 
We indicate here how the previous arguments can be modified to include 
the case of /? of porous medium type. The notations in (2.5), (2.6) are main- 
tained. We assume for simplicity that /? is differentiable; the general case 
can be recovered by the approximation procedure described in [4]. 
If k z f + or if k Q f -, the function (u-k)’ satisfies the following 
inequalities, which are analogous to (2.8) (see [4], for details): 
Wr)(l + c) 
[meas A&(,(z)]“~ dT (4.1) 
We recall that Q; c &I -No and that (x0, to) E S. 
We wish to show that in the cylinder QR,4 the oscillation of u has 
decreased in a way quantitatively described by Proposition 3.1. 
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The first part of the analysis in the proof of Proposition 3.1 can be 
carried over to the present situation with minor changes. 
The case to consider is when 1 CL- ( is small when compared to CO, i.e., say 
(~-1 <co/~~+’ for large s. 
In such a case we write (4.1) for 
k=p-+;>o, 
and (u--k)-, provided that ,K + (o/2”)< f -. 
We estimate the first term on the left-hand side of (4.1) as follows: 
The analogous term on the right-hand side is estimated above by using 
(iv) in the definition II of p. We have 
We remark that to control the growth of p’(w/2”) with s, q has to be 
chosen to be of the same order. We may now complete the argument by 
proving, for the present case, lemmas analogous to Lemmas 3.2-3.5, which 
lead to Proposition 2.1. We leave to the reader the few technical 
modifications needed. 
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